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This Month…

 Aries Full Moon
 Scorpio New Moon
 Donald Trump Update
 2020 Calendar
 Pluto direct

One of our regular subscribers where we try to hang on and en(thankyou Edith) wanted an update dure the existing situation despite
on Donald Trump’s transits, so this enormous and powerful forces. The
month’s feature examines the im- transit will oppose Trump’s Venuspact of the coming Saturn-Pluto Saturn conjunction in Cancer, so we

conjunction on his chart.
There is no doubt that the SaturnPluto conjunction is a powerful

are likely to see him face increasing
opposition that may eventually topple him.

agent of systemic reform. Both ar- His

Venus-Saturn

conjunction

chetypes are dark and heavy and speaks to his innate insecurity
evoke a sense of hardship and or- which will be cut to the bone under
deal. The process is often one this transit. See page 6 for more...

aries full Moon
If anyone needs a reminder of the intensity and power
of this time in human history, this Full Moon will provide it!
Powerhouse Pluto makes an exact square to the Sun
and the Moon, and giant Jupiter makes an exact sextile to the Sun and trine to the Moon. Pluto turns direct at the start of October, paving the way for its
penetrating forces to gain momentum.
Brexit chaos, Hong Kong riots, Crazy USA, Brazil fires,
Hurricanes, Immigration, Plastic pollution and on it
goes...the world seems like it’s spinning out of control.
World events are linked to the current cycle of the
outer planets which are asking us to make some much

needed changes and to focus on our survival.

People are scared and politicians often prey on this
fear. What we really need is some positive policies so
we can focus on so working to address the issues we
face. Where is the leadership?
The good news is that this Full Moon is likely to see
leadership matters come to the fore. Changes in leadership are likely under this cardinal T-square.

With Pluto involved there will be some big shifts at
the top end of politics.
At the same time, Venus opposes Uranus, so we can
expect further financial market turmoil, but there
could also be a breakthrough in the China-US trade
war. Things are changing swiftly, get set for a surprise
or three.
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SCORPIO New Moon
Following on from the upheaval of the Full Moon
two weeks ago, we have a further round of change.
This exciting Scorpio New Moon is opposed very
closely by rebel Uranus, for whom creative freedom
and human rights are paramount. This position of
Uranus takes it very close to the Earth, as close as it
gets.
Uranus in Taurus is really hitting its stride now, advocating for innovation in manufacturing, recycling, environmental technologies and a range of sustainable
practices. This 7 year cycle is pressing us to overhaul
old ways of doing things, including monetary policy
and the lie of the trickle down economy, to create
something that is more equitable.
This tight opposition is calling us to take action on
climate change and environmental degradation.
New inventions and discoveries are being rolled out
and a third industrial revolution is underway.
This New Moon will bring creativity to the fore and
spawn advances in technology that will address
many ongoing issues that we face. It’s time think outside the box. Business will lead the way, even without any useful policies from government.
At the same time Jupiter and Ceres are
making a conjunction in Sagittarius that
will see to it that planet Earth is uppermost in our mind. Ceres-Jupiter conjunctions are a powerful advocate for the planet, conservation and speaking the truth.
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Dump Torn laD
The upcoming Saturn-Pluto conjunction will be exact

The Saturn-Pluto alignment makes an exact semi-

in January 2020. In the direct firing line is the incom-

sextile to his Moon and South Node. While this aspect

petent bigot in the White House. His natal Venus and

may seem a small matter, I have repeatedly found

Saturn in Cancer says a lot about his sense of insecuri-

that tough semi-sextiles like this take us out of our

ty propped up by his wealth and his sense of entitle-

comfort zone. Semi-sextiles compel us to face facts

ment. The Saturn-Pluto conjunction in January will op-

we would rather avoid.

pose these planets as will transiting Sun, Ceres and
Mercury. This transit will also make a tight quincunx to
his Sun and North Node.

Saturn/Capricorn instructs us to act with integrity and
ethics. When we lack responsibility and self discipline,
Saturn steps in and creates obstacles so that we learn

Astrologer Ray Grasse

how to behave like

wrote a very insightful

adults.

piece for The Moun-

bring endings and we

tain

on

often have to face the

coming

reality of our mortality

affect

or limits of our power.

Trump and I whole-

The lesson of Pluto is

heartedly agree.

that there are some

Astrologer

how

this

transit

My

will

feeling

is

that

Trump’s obvious mental health issues will
become more problematic,

he

may

even be hospitalised,
or otherwise removed
from power. His finances could also take a direct hit.
He may also find that the support of his family or other

Pluto

transits

things in life over which

we have no control.
Those who are a law
unto themselves are
most affected by Saturn and Pluto because
these transits teach us
humility.

Sounds

just

like what the doctor would order.

‘hangers on’ will be withdrawn, prompting a further

If we have no sense of integrity, ethics or respect for

breakdown in confidence.

others, the more powerful the forces that we come

Note that the transiting North Node will hit Trump’s
Mercury with Jupiter opposing, while Venus will oppose his Mars. I feel that his toxic and bizarre commu-

up against, especially when Saturn and Pluto are
combining their power and making an opposition aspect. Powerful forces will amass to Dump Torn Lad.

nications will become so over the top they will lead

My feeling is that people and events will somehow

this downfall.

combine to create a perfect storm that will bring

Clearly he is unfit for office.

about his downfall. Then we can all say, past tense,
‘Wasn’t that Trump presidency just insane.’
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